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We prove gap results for the low-dimensional representation of unitary groups in
nondefining characteristics. More precisely, we give a lower bound for the third
smallest degree of a nontrivial absolutely irreducible representation of the groups
mentioned above, which is almost in the order of magnitude of the square of the
two smallest such representations. As a corollary we obtain the uniqueness of Weil
representations in all cross characteristics for the unitary groups. Our approach
uses some results on ordinary representations which can be proved using
DeligneLusztig theory and which might be of independent interest, as well as
information on decomposition matrices.  2001 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we investigate the low-dimensional representations of the
Ž .special unitary groups G SU q in characteristics l not dividing q. Wen
prove that the nontrivial representations of the two smallest degrees are
Ž .the l-modular reductions of the Weil representations, of degree approxi-
mately q n1. We also show that the degree of any other absolutely
irreducible representation of G is at least in the order of magnitude of
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q2 n4, thus giving a gap of roughly this size between the second and third
lowest dimensions. It is easy to see that there do exist irreducible represen-
tations of dimension approximately q2 n4 so that the bound is best
possible, up to lower order terms. A similar result for the special linear
 groups has recently been obtained by Guralnick and Tiep 18 and further
   improved by Brundan and Kleshchev 2 . But while the argument in 18
for the special linear groups requires only rather elementary ingredients,
we have to make use of DeligneLusztig theory for the unitary case.
Results of this type seem to have many applications. We have at least
two immediate applications in mind. The first is the study of irreducible
alternating and symmetric squares of representations of quasi-simple
groups. The second is the matrix recognition program in computational
group theory.
The proof uses three main ingredients. First, we make use of the fact
Ž .that the sets E G, s are unions of l-blocks, which was proved by Broue´l
   and Michel 1 . Second, Geck 12 has shown that the decomposition
Ž .matrix of GU q is lower unitriangular. Finally, we are able to give uppern
Ž .bounds for the entries in a small part of the decomposition matrix of G
modulo l by constructing characters which are projective for all l not
dividing q, and which are not too big. Note that all of the above ingredi-
ents involve only assertions about ordinary characters of G.
Our general method of giving lower bounds for the degrees of the
Ž .irreducible modular characters of SU q is quite simple. Unfortunately, itn
only works well if n is not too small. For n 5 we have to resort to some
Ž .unpleasant ad hoc arguments see, for examples, Lemma 12 or 13 . These
complications could have been avoided if the representation theory of
these small rank groups had been studied in more detail before, as was
Ž . Ž .done by Geck for SU q , or by the first author for G q . This shows once3 2
more that the investigation of series of groups of Lie type of small rank is
of vital interest, even for proving results for all groups of Lie type, very
much as the ‘‘Atlas of Finite Groups’’ allows one to deal with all kinds of
degenerate situations in the theory of finite simple groups.
2. RESULTS ON ORDINARY CHARACTERS OF GROUPS
OF LIE TYPE
We first collect some general results on complex irreducible characters
of finite groups of Lie type, which allow us to restrict the blocks in which
modular irreducible characters of small degrees may life. Let G be a finite
reductive group of characteristic p. In other words, GG F is the group
of fixed points under a Frobenius morphism F of a connected reductive
algebraic group G, where F is defined with respect to some  -structureq
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Ž .with q a power of p. According to Lusztig, the set Irr G of complex
Ž .irreducible characters of G may be partitioned into Lusztig series E G, s ,
parameterized by conjugacy classes of semisimple F-stable elements s in a
 Ž .group G , dual to G. Moreover, there is a bijection between E G, s and
Ž Ž . .   Fthe unipotent characters E C s , 1 of the centralizer of s in G G .G
Ž . Ž . If C s is not connected, the unipotent characters of C s are, byG G
definition, the irreducible constituents of the unipotent characters of
Ž . F Ž .F Ž    . C s , induced up to C s see 23, Corollary 6.1 and 6 . If G G
denotes this bijection then the degrees are related by
 G
 1    1 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / C sŽ .G p
Ž  . Ž . Ž .see 5, Remark 13.24 . We write  for  E G, s with    .s, 
We now describe the above bijection in a special case, which, however,
always applies in the general unitary groups. For sG semisimple, put
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F Ž . G s  C s , and G s G s . Suppose that C s is an F-stableG G
Ž .  Ž .Levi subgroup not necessarily 1-split of G . Then we may identify G s
with an F-stable Levi subgroup of G, and Lusztig induction on RGGŽ s.
induces a bijection
E G s , 1  E G , s ,    RG s , 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ˆG GŽ s. GŽ s.
Ž . Ž .q -rank of Gwhere s is a suitable linear character of G s , and   1ˆ G
Ž  Ž . .see 5, Theorem 13.25 ii and Proposition 13.30 .
Now let l be a prime not dividing q. For a semisimple l -element
sG define
E G , s  E G , stŽ . Ž .l
t
Ž .where the union runs over all l-elements t in C s . Then, by a result ofG
Ž .  Broue and Michel, E G, s is a union of l-blocks 1 . Since the degree of´ l
Ž . Ž    Ž . . Ž .any ordinary character in E G, s is divisible by GC s by 1 ,l G p
and for all l-elements t centralizing s, the centralizer of st is contained in
the one of s, this implies the following.
PROPOSITION 1. Let  be an absolutely irreducible l-modular Brauer
Ž .character of G. Assume that  lies in the union of l-blocks E G, s forl
some semisimple l -element s of G. Then
 G
diides  1 .Ž .ž / C sŽ .G p
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Ž .In particular,  , the so-called semisimple character in E G, s , is irre-s, 1
ducible modulo l .
This result already gives a priori information on the blocks which can
possible contain Brauer characters of low degree.
3. HARISH-CHANDRA SERIES
We use the situation and notation of the preceding section. We have to
recall some facts on the distribution of representations of a finite group of
Lie type into Harish-Chandra series. For the results collected in this
  Žsection see 7, 19 . For each 1-split Levi subgroup L of G where 1-split
.means that L is the Levi subgroup of a parabolic subgroup of G , we
denote by *RG and RG the maps ‘‘Harish-Chandra restriction’’ andL L
‘‘Harish-Chandra induction,’’ respectively, defined on generalized l-mod-
ular characters of G, respectively L. Let  be an absolutely irreducible
Žl-modular character of G. There is a minimal Levi subgroup L unique up
. GŽ .to conjugation such that *R  is nonzero. Any such minimal LeviL
subgroup L is called a Harish-Chandra vertex of . The irreducible
characters whose Harish-Chandra vertex equals G are called cuspidal. If
GŽ .L is a Harish-Chandra vertex of , then *R  is a sum of irreducible,L
Ž .cuspidal l-modular characters of L, all of which are conjugate in N L .G
Any such constituent is called a Harish-Chandra source of .
We shall also need the fact that Harish-Chandra restriction commutes
with restriction to the commutator subgroup.
˜PROPOSITION 2. Let G be a closed, connected, F-stable subgroup of G
˜ ˜ ˜ Fsuch that G TG for a maximally split torus T of G. Put GG and
T T F.
˜Let L be a Lei subgroup of G containing T. Then G	 L is a Lei
˜subgroup of G, and we hae for all generalized l-modular characters  of G
˜L G G GRes *R   *R Res  .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ ˜G	 L L G	 L G
A dual statement holds, of course, for Harish-Chandra induction.
Moreoer,
˜ ˜t tG G*R   *R Ž .˜ ˜Ž . Ž .˜ ˜G	 L G	 L
˜for all generalized l-modular characters  of G and all t T.˜
Proof. Let P be a parabolic subgroup of G with Levi decomposition
˜ ˜ ˜P LU. Then U
G and G	 P is a standard parabolic subgroup of G
˜ ˜Ž . Žwith Levi decomposition G	 P G	 L U. See the first paragraph of
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  .the proof of 5, Proposition 13.20 for these statements. Moreover, U is
T-invariant, since T is contained in L. The results follow easily from these
facts.
Ž .The above result will be applied to the case of GGU q andn
˜ Ž .G SU q . We give one example of such an application.n
COROLLARY 3. With the notation of Proposition 2, let  be an absolutely
irreducible l-modular character of G with Harish-Chandra ertex L. Then
G Ž . L Ž GŽ ..Res  has at most as many constituents as Res *R  .˜ ˜G G	 L L
˜ ˜Proof. Since T	G, being a maximal torus of G, is connected, we have
˜ G GŽ . Ž .G TG. Let  be an irreducible constituent of Res  . Then Res ˜ ˜ ˜G G
 Ý t for some subset S 
 T . By Proposition 2 we have˜t S ˜tL G GŽ Ž .. Ž Ž ..Res *R  Ý *R  . This gives the desired result.˜˜ ˜G	 L L t S G	 L
Under additional hypotheses we obtain a slightly stronger result.
PROPOSITION 4. With the notation of Proposition 2, let  be an absolutely
irreducible l-modular character of G with Harish-Chandra ertex L and
L Ž .Harish-Chandra source 	 . Suppose that 	Res 	 is irreducible.˜ G˜	 L
˜ Ž .   Ž .  Ž .Suppose also that W L, 	  W G	 L, 	 , where W L, 	 denotes˜˜G G G
GŽ . Ž  . G Ž .the ramification group of R 	 see, e. g., 15, Section 3 . Then Res  is˜L G
irreducible.
Proof. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic l and let
˜ ˜ ˜Z be a kL-module with Brauer character 	 . Put LG	 L and Z
LŽ .Res Z .L˜
˜It follows from the first part of Proposition 2 that Z is cuspidal and that
˜G G G ˜Res R Z  R Z .Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ ˜G L L
Our assumption on the ramification groups now implies that
˜G G ˜Ž Ž .. Ž Ž ..End R Z  End R Z . It follows that every indecomposable˜ ˜kG L kG L
GŽ .direct summand of R Z restricts to an indecomposable direct summandL
G˜ ˜Ž .  of R Z . By 15, Theorem 2.4 each of these indecomposable directL˜
summands has a simple head. Thus a simple head of an indecomposable
GŽ .summand of R Z restricts to a simple module. Since  is the characterL
of such a head, the result follows.
 By the comparison theorem 20, Theorem 5.9 , the computation of
Harish-Chandra-induced unipotent characters can be reduced to the com-
putation of induced characters in Weyl groups. In the cases we are
interested in, Harish-Chandra induction of arbitrary characters can be
reduced to Harish-Chandra induction of unipotent characters. Namely, let
L be an F-stable Levi subgroup of G. Then L is an F-stable Levi
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subgroup of G. Let s be an F-stable semisimple element of L and
Ž .  Ž . Ž .   suppose that C s is a Levi subgroup of G . Then C s  C s 	 LG L G
 is a Levi subgroup of L . Using properties of Lusztig induction 5, 11.5,
Proposition 12.6 , we obtain the commutative diagram
G Ž .  R sˆG GŽ s. G Ž s.
Ž . Ž Ž . .E G , s E G s , 1
GŽ s.G RR LŽ s.L

Ž . Ž Ž . .E L, s E L s , 1 3Ž .
L Ž .  R sˆL LŽ s. LŽ s.
This allows us to compute RG from RGŽ s., applied to unipotent characters.L LŽ s.
Ž . Ž .Note that L s is a Levi subgroup of G s .
4. APPROXIMATIONS TO DECOMPOSITION MATRICES
Ž .We now turn to the case of the general unitary group GGU q ,n
Ž .where n 3. We will mainly be concerned with the set E G, 1 of
unipotent characters of G. The unipotent characters are parameterized by
 partitions  n 3, 13.8 . We denote the unipotent character correspond-
ing to a partition  by  . Since the set of unipotent characters forms a
basic set for the unipotent blocks and the decomposition matrix is triangu-
 lar 12 , the unipotent Brauer characters can also be labeled canonically by
partitions of n. We write 
 for the unipotent Brauer character labeled by
.
We say that a matrix D approximates a decomposition matrix if the
columns of D are nonnegative integral linear combinations of the columns
of the decomposition matrix. In other words, the columns of D describe
the decomposition of some projective characters into ordinary characters.
The same terminology is used for parts of decomposition matrices consist-
ing of certain rows only.
Ž .The decomposition numbers of GU q were investigated by Geck, who3
showed the following.
Ž  .PROPOSITION 5 Geck 11 . For all q and all l q the l-modular
Ž .decomposition matrix for the unipotent characters of GU q is approximated3
by

Ž .3 1
Ž .2, 1  1
3Ž .1 1 q 1
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PROPOSITION 6. For all l q the l-modular decomposition matrices for
Ž . Ž .the unipotent characters of GU q and GU q are approximated by4 5

Ž .4 1
Ž .3, 1 1 1
2Ž .2 2 1 1
2Ž .2, 1 1  1 1
4Ž .1 1 1 1 q 1

Ž .5 1
Ž .4, 1  1
Ž .3, 2 1  1
2Ž .3, 1 2 q 1 1
2Ž .2 , 1 1 q  1 1
3Ž .2, 1  1   q 1
5 2Ž .1 1 q 1 1 q q 1
If n 4 and l 2, then all of the entries in the aboe matrix, except q, are
decomposition numbers. In the case of n 4 and odd l diiding q 1 one
obtains the first three columns of the decomposition matrix of unipotent
characters by subtracting the third column from the first.
Ž .Proof. First consider GU q . The projective characters occurring in4
this and in subsequent tables come from two different sources. First, we,
Harish-Chandra induce projective characters from proper Levi subgroups
Ž .of GU q . Thus, the first column is obtained as the permutation character4
on the unipotent radical of a Borel subgroup, the second is the Harish-
Chandra induction of the projective cover of the Steinberg character of the
Ž .Levi subgroup with semisimple part GU q , and the third is the Harish-2
Chandra induction of the projective cover of the Steinberg character of the
Ž 2 .Levi subgroup with semisimple part GL q . The last two projective2
characters are the generalized GelfandGraev characters corresponding to
Ž . Ž . Ž  .the partitions 3, 1 and 4 respectively see 12 . The statements about
 decomposition numbers are proved in 27 .
Ž .For GU q we just give the origins of the projective characters. The5
first, second, and fourth are obtained by Harish-Chandra induction from
the unipotent projective characters of the Levi subgroup with semisimple
Ž .part GU q and the third by Harish-Chandra induction from the projec-3
tive cover of the Steinberg character of the Levi subgroup with semisimple
Ž 2 .part GL q . The last three projective characters are the generalized2
Ž . Ž .GelfandGraev characters corresponding to the partitions 3, 2 , 4, 1 , and
Ž . Ž  .5 , respectively see 12 .
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For n 6 the first seven rows of the unipotent part of the decomposi-
tion matrix can be approximated simultaneously as follows.
PROPOSITION 7. Let n 2m 6 be een. Then part of the decomposi-
Ž .tion matrix for the unipotent characters of GU q is approximated byn

Ž .n 1
Ž .n 1, 1 1 1
Ž .n 2, 2 m 1 1
2Ž .n 2, 1 m 1  1 1
Ž .n 3, 3 m m 1 1  1
Ž .n 3, 2, 1      1
3Ž .n 3, 1 m 1 m 1 1 q 1 q 1
Proof. It is sufficient to construct projective characters with the indi-
cated decomposition for n 6. Then the result for arbitrary even n 8
follows by induction. Indeed, we may assume that the table is correct for
Ž .GU q . The projective characters listed in the table are obtained byn2
Ž .Harish-Chandra induction from the projective characters for GU q , asn2
can be checked by an easy calculation inside the Weyl group B ofm
Ž .GU q .n
Ž .It remains to explain the origin of the projective characters for GU q .6
The first four are Harish-Chandra induced from the first four projective
Ž .characters of GU q in Proposition 6. The fifth is the Harish-Chandra4
Ž .induction of the projective cover of the Steinberg character of GU q 2
Ž 2 .GL q , and the sixth is the generalized GelfandGraev character corre-2
Ž .sponding to the partition 3, 2, 1 .
PROPOSITION 8. Let n 2m 1 7 be odd. Then part of the decompo-
Ž .sition matrix for the unipotent characters of GU q is approximated byn

Ž .n 1
Ž .n 1, 1  1
Ž .n 2, 2 m 1  1
2Ž .n 2, 1 m q 1 1
Ž .n 3, 3  m 2   1
Ž .n 3, 2, 1 1 q  1  1
3Ž .n 3, 1  m 1   1 q 1
Proof. As in the previous proposition, we may use induction on m. The
Ž .projective characters for GU q given in the table are obtained via2 m1
Ž .Harish-Chandra induction from those for GU q , as can be verified2 m1
inside the Weyl group B . We now explain how to obtain the projectivem
Ž .characters for GU q . The first four and the sixth arise by Harish-Chandra7
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Ž .induction from the first five projective characters of GU q in Proposition5
Ž . Ž 2 .6. For the fifth we consider GU q GL q . The second projective for3 2
Ž .GU q tensored with the projective cover of the Steinberg character of3
Ž 2 . Ž .GL q is again projective. Harish-Chandra induction to GU q gives2 7
the fifth column in the table.
The generalized GelfandGraev characters used in the above proofs
have been computed by Frank Lubeck. They are available in the CHEVIE¨
 system 14 , which was also used to compute the relevant scalar products.
For the convenience of the reader we collect, for later use, the degrees
Ž Ž 3 .Ž 2 .Ž ..multiplied by q  1 q  1 q 1 of the unipotent characters occur-
Ž  .ring in the above tables see 3, 13.8 .
Ž . Ž 3 .Ž 2 .Ž .  1  q  1 q  1 q 1
3 2Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n q  1 q  1 q 1
n1 n1 3 2Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž .Ž .n 1, 1 q q  1 q  1 q  1
2 n n n3 n3 3Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .Ž .n 2, 2 q q  1 q  1 q  1
2 3 n1 n1 n2 n2 3Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .Ž .n 2, 1 q q  1 q  1 q  1
3 n n n1 n1 n5 n5Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .n 3, 3 q q  1 q  q q  q
4 n n n2 n2 n4 n4Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .Ž .n 3, 2, 1 q q  1 q  1 q  1 q 1
3 6 n1 n1 n2 n2 n3 n3Ž . Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .Ž Ž . .n 3, 1 q q  1 q  1 q  q
5. A PARABOLIC SUBGROUP
Ž .In this section, let G  SU q , n 3, where q is a power of the primen n
p. To make the exposition more transparent, we first introduce a conve-
Ž .nient matrix representation for G . The n n -identity matrix is denotedn
Ž .by I , and the n n -matrix with ones along the antidiagonal and zeroesn
otherwise by J . If a is an element of an extension field of  , we putn q
qa a and extend this definition to matrices by applying the bar map to
Ž .each entry of a matrix. The special unitary group G  SU q is embed-n n
Ž 2 .ded into SL q asn
2 tSU q  a SL q  a J a  J .Ž .  4Ž .n n n n
Let P be the stabilizer in G of an isotropic line in the natural modulen n
for G . Thus P is a maximal parabolic subgroup with unipotent radicaln n
Q and Levi subgroup L . Furthermore, Q is a special p-group of ordern n n
12Žn2.  Ž .  Ž .q , Z Q  q, and Q Z Q is isomorphic to the natural modulen n n
Ž . Ž  .for SU q see, for example, 24 . In the above matrix representation,n2
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the Levi subgroup L may be taken to ben
 a 0 0
2 1q 0 y 0L  aGL q , yGU q , a det y  1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .n 1 n2 10 0 a
and the unipotent radical Q asn
 1 u y
n2
2 2Q  y  , v  ,0 I vn q qn2
0 0 1

t t uv J , y v J v y 0 .n2 n2 
˜ Let L and L denote the subgroups of L consisting of those matricesn n n
q1 ˜ ˜ with a  1 and a 1, respectively, and put P Q L . Then L n n n n
˜ ˜ Ž .SU q is contained in L and L L is cyclic of order q 1. More-n2 n n n
over, L is the commutator subgroup of L , except in the case n 4,n n
q 2.
Ž .6. THE WEIL CHARACTERS OF SU qn
Ž .Assume that n 3 and let G SU q . We first show the existence ofn
 Ž .certain semisimple elements in the dual group G  PGU q . Thesen
elements serve as labels for some of the Weil characters to be defined
Ž .below. Let  be a nonisotropic vector in the natural module for GU q ,n
ˆ Ž . ² :and let S be the subgroup of GU q which fixes the line  and inducesn
ˆthe identity on its orthogonal complement. Then S, as well as its image S
Ž .in PGU q , is a cyclic group of order q 1. The centralizer of eachn
ˆ Ž . Ž . Ž .nontrivial element of S in GU q is a group of type GU q GU q .n 1 n1
Ž .Since n 2, the centralizer in PGU q is a nontrivial element of S is an
Ž .group of type GU q . Note that the centralizer of a nontrivial elementn1
Ž .of S in the algebraic group PGL  is connected.n q
To define the Weil characters of G, we identify G with L and putn2
˜ ˜ ŽP P , QQ , and P P in the notation of the precedingn2 n2 n2
.section . Gerardin has shown that each of the q 1 ordinary irreducible´
n  Ž  .characters of Q of degree q extends to QL see 17, Theorem 3.3 . By
 Ž  .multiplying by a suitable linear character of L in case L is not perfect ,
˜we obtain an extension which is also invariant under the elements of L.
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˜  Since PQL is cyclic, it follows that the extension to QL extends further
˜to P. Let  denote the character of such an extension. The irreducible
P˜ Ž .constituents of the restriction Res  are called Weil characters of G.G
Ž .  They are independent of the chosen extension . Seitz 24 shows that
P˜ nŽ . ŽRes  has q 1 irreducible constituents, one of degree q G
Ž .n . Ž . Ž n Ž .n. Ž .1 q  q 1 and q of degree q  1  q 1 . The first of
these is the unipotent character  ; the others are the semisimpleŽn1, 1.
Ž .characters  in Lusztig series E G, s , where s runs over thes, Žn1.
Ž .nontrivial elements of the subgroup S PGL q described above. Let xn
denote the smaller one of the two above-mentioned degrees, so that the
 other is equal to x 1. Landazuri and Seitz have shown 22 , that except
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4in the cases n, q  3, 2 , 4, 2 , 4, 3 , any nontrivial irreducible charac-
ter of G in characteristic l not dividing q has degree at least x. In
particular, the ordinary Weil characters of degree x are irreducible mod-
ulo l , while those of degree x 1 split off at most one trivial constituent.
Ž    Using the Modular Atlas 21 or the references 11, 27 , one can see that
the same statement is true for the three exceptions to the LandazuriSeitz
.bound. The following proposition clarifies when the reducible case occurs.
PROPOSITION 9. Let l be a prime not diiding q.
Ž .a Let n 4 be een. The Weil character  of degree x 1Žn1, 1.
Ž .remains irreducible modulo l if and only if l q 1 .
Ž .b Let n 3 be odd. The Weil character  of degree x 1s, Žn1.
remains irreducible modulo l if and only if the order of s is not a power of l .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4Proof. The assertions are true for n, q  3, 2 , 4, 2 , 4, 3 , by the
 references given above. If n 4, the result follows from 27 .
Now assume that n 6 is even. The Harish-Chandra restriction of
GŽ . to the Levi subgroup L L equals *R    .Žn1, 1. n L Žn1, 1. Žn3, 1.
Thus the result follows by induction.
In the case of odd n it follows from Proposition 1 that  iss, Žn1.
irreducible if the order of s is not a power of l . Otherwise,  s, Žn1.
Ž . Ž . Ž .E G, 1 and we have  g  1  g for all l-regular ele-l s, Žn1. Žn1, 1.
ments gG. Hence the reduction modulo l of  contains thes, Žn1.
trivial Brauer character as claimed.
7. AN INDUCED CHARACTER
Ž .Let n 3 and let G  SU q . For every n 3 let  denote ann n n
˜ n2extension to P of an ordinary irreducible character of Q of degree q .n n
PnŽ . G nŽ . G nŽ .We also write   Ind  , so that Ind   Ind  .˜ ˜n P n P n P nn n n
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For the remainder of this section, except for Lemma 11 and its proof, we
Ž .omit the subscript n. Thus, in particular, G SU q . The next lemman
shows why we are interested in the ordinary constituents of the induced
GŽ .character Ind  .P˜
LEMMA 10. Let l be a prime not diiding q. Let  be a nontriial
Ž . n2Ž .absolutely irreducible l-modular character of G satisfying  1 	 q q 1
d , where d denotes the degree of the smallest nontriial absolutelyn2 n2
irreducible l-modular character of L. Then  is a modular constituent of
GŽ .Ind  .P˜
Proof. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic l and let
V be a kG module affording  . Since l does not divide the order of Q,
GŽ .the restriction Res V of V to Q is semisimple. Since V is nontrivial andQ
Ž .Z Q is not contained in any proper normal subgroup of G, this restriction
has an irreducible direct summand of dimension q n2. Then all q 1
irreducible kQ modules M , . . . , M of dimension q n2 are direct1 q1
GŽ .summands of Res V , since these are all conjugate in L.Q
˜ ˜ Ž .Let M denote an extension of M to P see Section 6 . Then, byi i
P˜ ˜Ž .Clifford theory, all constituents of Ind M are of the form M  X ,Q i i k i
˜where X is an irreducible kL module, inflated over Q. By Frobeniusi
G ˜Ž .reciprocity, Res V has such a submodule M  X for each i. OurP˜ i k i
Ž .assumption on dim V implies that the only X that can occur arei
1-dimensional. Hence, for each 1 i q 1, there is a submodule of
GŽ .Res V extending M . One of these lifts to an ordinary representationP˜ i
with character . Thus V is a modular constituent of the induced module
GŽ .Ind  .P˜
For the next lemma only we resume our original notation with the
subscript n.
G nŽ G nŽ ..LEMMA 11. Let n 5. Any irreducible constituent of *R Ind  isL P nn nLn Ž . G nŽ .also a constituent of Ind  . In particular, if  occurs in Ind P n2  P nn 2 n
² Ln Ž . :for some unipotent character  then Ind  ,  
 0 for all parti- P n2 n 2
Žtions  that can be obtained from  by remoing a 2-hook. Here,  denotes
the unique unipotent character of L extending the unipotent character withn
 .label  of G  L .n2 n
G nŽ G nŽ .Proof. We first consider Res Ind  . By the Mackey formula weP P nn n
have
ResG n IndG n   Ind Pn g Resg Pn g g ,Ž . Ž .ÝŽ . ž /P P n P 	 P P 	 P nn n n n n n
gP G Pn n n
where the sum runs over double coset representatives of P in G . It isn n
Ž  .well known see, for example, 3, Proposition 2.8.1 that for parabolic
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subgroups the double coset representatives can be chosen to be preimages
of corresponding double coset representatives in the Weyl group. The
 Weyl group of G is of type B , with m n2 , generated by fundamen-n m
tal reflections s , . . . , s , say, where we choose notation such that s , . . . , s1 m 2 m
are conjugate, while s is not conjugate to s . Then it is easy to see that1 2
 4B B B  1, s , s  s s s  s . For g 1 we get no con-m1 m m1 m m 2 1 2 m
G nŽ G nŽ ..tribution to *R Ind  , since by construction Q has no fixed pointsL P n nn n
on  .n
Next consider g s . Here, gQ 	 L Q is the unipotent radicalm n n n2
 Ž of the parabolic subgroup P of L this follows from 3, Propositionn2 n
. g Ž .2.8.9 . Also, Z Q is contained in L and hence equals the center ofn n
Q . Now g restricted to gQ is the sum of the irreducible characters ofn2 n n
g n2 g Ž .Q of degree q . None of these has Z Q in its kernel. Hence then n
g Ž .restriction of  to Q only contains characters not having Z Q inn n2 n2
their kernel. It follows that if  is an irreducible constituent of
g Pn Žg . Pn	g PnŽ .gRes  , then Res  contains  . Thus any constituent of˜P 	 P n P n2n n n2
Pn Ž g Pn Žg .. Pn Ž .g gInd Res  is also contained in Ind  . Taking Q -˜P 	 P P 	 P n P n2 nn n n n n2
Ln Ž .fixed points of the latter just gives Ind  .P n2n 2
For g s  s s s  s we have P 	gP  L . By the results ofm 2 1 2 m n n n
Seitz cited in Section 6, the restriction of g to L contains exactly then n
Weil characters of L as constituents. But clearly induction from L to Pn n n
and then taking Q -fixed points just gives back the same character, so wen
get all Weil characters as contribution to the Q -fixed points ofn
PnŽ g PnŽg .. Ind Res  , restricted to L .L L n nn n
By Lemma 10 it follows that all Weil characters of L occur inn
Ln Ž .Ind  ; thus the preceding discussion shows that all constituents ofP n2n 2
G nŽ G nŽ .. Ln Ž .*R Ind  occur in Ind  , which is the first part of theL P n P n2n n n2
G nŽ .assertion. For the second part note that the constituents of *R  areL n
just those  where  can be obtained from  by removing a 2-hook.
In the next three lemmas we investigate the ordinary constituents of
GŽ .Ind  . The first result rules out certain unipotent characters as con-P˜
stituents if n is even. We will use it later on only in the case n 4.
Ž .LEMMA 12. Let n 4 be een. Let   ,   n be a 2-part parti-1 2
Ž . ² GŽ . :tion different from n 1, 1 . Then Ind  ,   0.P˜ 
Proof. Let R denote the stabilizer in G of a maximal totally isotropic
subspace containing the line stabilized by P. Thus R is a maximal parabolic
subgroup such that the derived subgroup of its Levi factor is isomorphic to
Ž 2 .SL q , where n 2m. Note that the constituents of the permutationm
GŽ .character Ind 1 are precisely the unipotent characters  for 2-partR 
Ž  .partitions  see, for example, 16, 6.1.9 . We will prove the assertion by
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² GŽ . GŽ .:evaluating l Ind  , Ind 1 . By the Mackey formula this equalsP R
² P :gl Res  , 1 ,Ž .Ý P	 R
gPGR
where the sum ranges over a set of double coset representatives of P, R in
² : ² :G. In the Weyl group of G we have s , . . . , s B  s , . . . , s 1 m1 m 2 m
 4 Ž .1, s  s in the notation of the proof of Lemma 11 .m 1
Clearly the intersection P	 R of two standard parabolic subgroups is
Ž .again a parabolic subgroup of type A . Its unipotent radical containsm2
Ž .the unipotent radical of P which by the definition of  has no fixed
P Ž .points on . Hence the trivial character is not a constituent of Res  ,P	 R
and thus the trivial double coset does not give a contribution to l.
Now consider g s  s . Let T P be the maximally split maximalm 1
˜torus of G consisting of the diagonal matrices in G. Then clearly P PT.
Moreover T is contained in the intersection X P	gR. A short calcula-
tion using root subgroups shows that X has a normal unipotent subgroup
n2 Ž .Q which is an abelian subgroup of Q of order q intersecting Z Q1 ˜P PŽ . Ž . Ž .trivially. Since Res  vanishes outside Z Q it follows that Res  isQ Q1
the regular character of Q .1
˜ ˜ ˜ ˜Since Q  P we may write P	Q TQ T for some torus T T. We1 1 1
P Ž .have  Ind  ; henceP˜
˜P P P Q T P1Res  Res Ind   Ind Res Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .˜ ˜ ˜ž /Q T Q T P Q T Q T1 1 1 1
˜by the Mackey formula, since P PT. But this implies that
˜P P Q T P1² : ² : ² :Res  , 1  Res  , 1  Ind Res  , 1Ž . Ž . Ž .˜ ˜ž /X Q T Q T Q T1 1 1
P˜² : Res  , 1Ž .˜Q T1
by Frobenius reciprocity. But the latter is certainly not larger than
˜ ˜P P² Ž . : Ž .Res  , 1 , which equals 1 since we saw above that Res  is theQ Q1 1
regular character of Q .1
Ž . Ž n Ž .n .Thus l 1. On the other hand, since  1  q  1 q Žn1, 1.
Ž . n2q 1 is smaller than q d , Lemma 10 shows that  is an2 Žn1, 1.
G GŽ . Ž .constituent of Ind  . Hence no other  occurs in Ind  .P  P
LEMMA 13. Let n 5 and denote by St the ordinary Steinberg character
Ž . ² GŽ . :5of G SU q , i.e., St  . Then Ind  , St  0.˜5 Ž1 . P
² GŽ .:Proof. By Frobenius reciprocity it suffices to show that , Res StP˜
 0. Since  is the extension of an irreducible character of PQL to
P˜ G˜ ² Ž . Ž .: P, this is the case if l Res  , Res St  0. The values of theP P
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Ž  .Steinberg character are well known see, for example, 3, 6.5 ; in particular
St vanishes on all nonsemisimple elements. Hence to evaluate l we have
 Ž .to determine the fusion of semisimple elements from L  SU q into G3
and find the values of  on these elements. By the result of Seitz the
restriction of  to L is known; hence its values can be computed from the
Ž . Ž    .known character table of SU q see 14 or 25 . The fusion of semisim-3
ple elements of L into G is easily calculated from the explicit matrix
representation given in Section 5. This allows the computation of l, which
Žturns out to be equal to 0 in all cases the values and the fusion depend on
Ž ..the congruence of q mod 6 .
We are now ready to prove the crucial reduction on the possible
GŽ .characteristic 0 constituents of the induced character Ind  .P˜
² GŽ . :LEMMA 14. Let n 6. If Ind  ,  
 0 thenP˜ 
 n 1, 1 , n 3, 3 , n 3, 2, 1 , n 3, 13 . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . ŽLet s be a semisimple element of PGU q with centralizer GU q seen n1
. ² GŽ . :Section 6 . If Ind  ,  
 0 thenP˜ s, 
 n 1 , n 2, 1 , n 3, 2 , n 3, 12 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .4for n 10. For 6 n 9, moreoer,  n 4, 3 , n 4, 2, 1 may
Ž 3.occur, as well as  2, 1 for n 6.
GŽ .Proof. First note that Ind  clearly does not contain the trivialP˜
character if n 2. Thus by Lemma 11 it contains neither  norŽn2, 2.
 2 for n 4. By Lemma 12 it does not contain  2 for n 4.Žn2, 1 . Ž2 .
From the definition of  it follows that
n nn n1q  1 q  1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .G n2Ind  1  q .Ž . Ž .P˜ q 1
Thus any unipotent constituent  of the induced character can have
degree at most that large. If  is cuspidal, then either n 6 and
Ž . Ž . 3, 2, 1 , or n 10 and  is a triangular partition. But then  1
GŽ .Ž . GŽ .exceeds Ind  1 . We may hence assume that *R  
 0, so thatP˜ L 
ŽLemma 11 applies. It is straightforward to check for example, with
 . Ž . Ž . GŽ .Ž .MAPLE 4 from the degree formula for  1 that  1  Ind  1˜  P
implies that
 6 , 5, 1 , 4, 2 , 4, 12 , 32 , 3, 2, 1 , 3, 13 , 23 , 22 , 12 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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for n 6. We just argued that the third and fourth of these cannot occur
GŽ . Ž 2 . Ž 3. Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 .in Ind  . Furthermore, 3 , 2 , and 2 , 1 can be obtained from 2P˜
by adding a 2-hook; thus the corresponding characters do not occur in
GŽ .Ind  by Lemma 11. This proves the assertion for n 6. For n 7, theP˜
degree formula shows that only
 7 , 6, 1 , 5, 2 , 5, 12 , 4, 3 , 4, 2, 1 , 4, 13 , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
32 , 1 , 3, 22 , 3, 2, 12 4Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž 2 .are possible. Again the third and fourth are out. The partitions 3 , 1 ,
Ž 2 . Ž 2 . Ž . Ž 2 .3, 2 , and 3, 2, 1 can be obtained from either 3, 2 or 3, 1 by adding a
2-hook, but the two latter do not correspond to constituents for n 5.
Thus again by Lemma 11 we are done.
Now let n 8 and assume the result is true for n 2. If  is a
GŽ .Ž .constituent of Ind  1 , Lemma 11 shows that  can be obtained fromP˜
an admissible partition of n 2 by adding a 2-hook. It is easy to write
down all such partitions: the ones which do not occur in the statement are
Ž . Ž 2 .precisely those of the form n 5,  with  5, or 4 . Except for
6, 5 , 4, 3, 2 , 4, 3, 12 , 5, 4, 1 , 3, 2, 13 , 3, 22 , 1 , 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
all of these possess another 2-hook whose removal leads to a nonadmissi-
ble partition of n 2. For the six partitions above, the corresponding
GŽ .Ž .character degree is larger than Ind  1 . Using Lemma 11, we are doneP˜
by induction for the unipotent characters.
Ž . Ž n Ž .n.Now let us consider  . By 1 its degree is given by q  1 s, 
Ž . Ž .q 1   1 . If n 10 or n 11 then comparison with the degree of
GŽ .Ind  shows that only the  in the statement can occur. For n 12 weP˜
may then proceed by induction as in the unipotent case above, using
Lemma 11. The cases 6 n 9 can be checked from the degree formula.
Remark 15. It can be verified by explicit computations that  for
Ž 3. Ž Ž 3.. GŽ . 2, 1 respectively  3, 1 is indeed a constituent of Ind  forP˜
Ž . Ž Ž ..G SU 2 respectively G SU 2 . This shows that at least in these5 6
cases the unipotent character of largest degree among those listed in the
preceding lemma does in fact occur.
Ž .On the other hand, if n is even,  n 3, 3 cannot occur by Lem-
ma 12.
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8. LOWER BOUNDS FOR DIMENSIONS OF MODULES
We are now ready to prove the main result of our paper. To be able to
Ž . Žstate the theorem we introduce the quantity d n, q, l for an integer
.n 3, a prime power q, and a prime l not dividing q
1 2 q 1 q  q 1 , if 3  q 1 , l
 3,Ž . Ž .Ž .3
1 2q 1 q  3q 2 , if 3  q 1 , l 3,Ž . Ž .Ž .6d 3, q , l Ž .
1 3 22 q  q  2 q 3 , if 3 q 1 , q 3,Ž .Ž .314, if q 3, l 2,
1 2 2 q  1 q  q 1 , if q , l odd,Ž . Ž .2
1 2 2 q  1 q  q 1  1, if q odd, l 2,d 4, q , l Ž . Ž . Ž .2
2 2 q  1 q  q 1  1, if q even,Ž . Ž .
q n2 q 1 q n2  q  q 1 , if n 5 odd,Ž . Ž .Ž .
d n , q , l Ž . n2 n2½ q q 1 q  1  q 1 , if n 6 even.Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .THEOREM 16. Let G SU q , n 3, n, q 
 3, 2 , 4, 2 . Let k be ann
algebraically closed field of characteristic l not diiding q, and let V be a
Ž . Ž .nontriial irreducible kG module of dimension dim V 	 d n, q, l . Then
n nn nq  1 q  q 1Ž . Ž .
dim V  , .Ž . ½ 5q 1 q 1
In particular, V is the l-modular reduction of an ordinary Weil module of G.
Ž n . Ž .If n is odd, there exists one such module of dimension q  q  q 1
Ž .  Ž n . Ž .and q 1  1 such modules of dimension q  1  q 1 , while if n isl
Ž .  Ž .een, there exist q 1   q, l inequialent modules of dimensionl
Ž n . Ž . Ž . Ž n . Ž .q  1  q 1 and  q, l modules of dimension q  q  q 1 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Here,  q, l  0 if l  q 1 and  q, l  1 otherwise.
Proof. Let V be as in the statement and let  denote the Brauer
Ž .character of V. First we determine the union of l-blocks E G, s which
Ž .possibly can contain . If  is not unipotent, it can also lie in E G, s for a
Ž . q1 Ž . Ž .semisimple s with centralizer GU q , s  1. Since  1 	 d n, q, ln1
 it follows from Proposition 1 and 26, Table V that these are the only
possibilities if n 5. There are further possibilities if n 3 or 4. To find
Ž .these, we used the explicit character table of SU q determined by3
 Simpson and Frame 25 , as well as the list of the semisimple class types of
Ž .PGU q determined by Frank Lubeck with the help of CHEVIE.¨4
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For n 3 and odd l the result now follows from the tables of
  Ž .decomposition matrices computed by Geck in 11 see also Proposition 5 .
Ž .For n 3, l 2, and q 1 mod 4 , Erdmann has given the decomposi-
Ž .   Žtion numbers of the principal block of SU q in 9, Lemma 11.4 see also3
 .8 . The decomposition matrices for the other relevant blocks are easy to
determine. The result follows from these tables. For n 3, l 2, and
Ž . Žq 3 mod 4 , we have mimicked the argument of Geck 11, Proof of
Ž ..Theorem 4.3 a to bound the unknown decomposition number in the
principal block. We obtain a bound similar to Geck’s and thus the result in
this case as well. So from now on we may assume that n 4.
Step 1: Unipotent Constituents. Suppose first that  lies in a unipotent
block. Then it must be a constituent of a unipotent character  , where 
is as in Lemma 14. Each of these  s has a unique extension to a
Ž .unipotent character of GU q , denoted by the same symbol. By then
Ž .triangular shape of the decomposition matrix of GU q , this implies thatn
Ž . is a constituent of the restriction to SU q of 
 .n 
Ž . Ž . Ž .By Clifford’s theorem,  1  
 1  q 1 , if  is contained in the
restriction of 
 . Of course, 
 and 
 restrict irreducibly to Žn. Žn1, 1.
Ž .   Ž .SU q , the latter by 24 . If l does not divide gcd n, q 1 , then alln
Ž . Ž .unipotent Brauer characters of GU q restrict irreducibly to SU q . Thisn n
 follows from 13 , which asserts that the restrictions of the ordinary
Ž . Ž .unipotent characters of GU q to SU q form a basic set for then n
unipotent Brauer characters.
1a. If n 4, we use the decomposition numbers of the unipotent
Ž . Ž   .blocks of GU q determined by Wings see 27 and Proposition 6 . Since4
Ž .the restriction of 
 to SU q is irreducible if l is odd and has at most 4
four irreducible constituents otherwise, the result follows except for l 2
and  a constituent of the restriction of 
 2 . In the latter case theŽ2 .
Ž 2 .2Harish-Chandra vertex of 
 is the Levi subgroup isomorphic to GL qŽ2 . 2
and the Harish-Chandra source is the modular Steinberg character. Its
Ž 2 .restriction to SL q has at most two irreducible constituents, giving the2
result with the help of Corollary 3.
  Ž . n2Ž1b. Assume that n 5. Then, by 24 , d n, q, l  q q
.1 d , where d denotes the degree of the smallest nontrivial irre-n2 n2
Ž .ducible Brauer character of SU q . By Lemma 10,  is a modularn2
GŽ . Ž .constituent of Ind  in the notation of that lemma . This is no restric-P˜
tion if n 5. In this case we use the approximation to the decomposition
Ž .matrix of the unipotent characters of GU q given in Proposition 6. As in5
Ž 5.the case for n 4 this gives the desired result except for  1 . But
GŽ .5 is not contained in Ind  by Lemma 13, so we are done in this case.˜Ž1 . P
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Ž .If n 5, then  is a constituent of the restriction to SU q of 
 ,n 
Žwhere  is larger, in the lexicographic ordering of partitions, than n
3.3, 1 . From the approximations to the decomposition matrices in Proposi-
Ž .tions 7 and 8 and the formulas for the degrees  1 given in Section 4 we
obtain lower bounds for the degrees of the Brauer characters 
 of
Ž .GU q .n
Ž .Step 2: Restriction to SU q . We next investigate the possible split-n
Ž .tings of these 
 s on restriction to SU q . It is easy to check, using n
Ž . Ž . Ž .MAPLE, that 
 1  d n, q, l for all n and q, if  is not one of n or
Ž .n 1, 1 . Thus the result follows if l does not divide q 1.
Ž . Ž .Ž .Suppose now that l  q 1. Then 
 1  d n, q, l q 1 , if 
Ž 3. Ž .4 Ž .n 3, 1 , n 3, 2, 1 , or if n 6 is even and  n 3, 3 . We
illustrate the proof of this claim with the example of 
 and n 6Žn3, 3.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ževen. First we have 
 1   1   1  m Žn3, 3. Žn3, 3. Žn2, 2.
. Ž .1  1 m, by Proposition 7. We then find, using MAPLE onceŽn1, 1.
again,
3 2
 1  q 1 d n , q , l q  1 q  1 q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Žn3, 3.
 q3n3  q2 n3  2 q2 n1  q2 n  2 q2 n1  3q2 n2
 q2 n3  q2 n4  q n5  2 q n3  q n2  q n1  3q n
n1 6 5 4 2 n5 n3 n2 q  q  q  q  q  qm q  q  q
n 6 5 4 3 2q  2 q  q  2 q  q  q  2 q 1
 q3n3  q2 n3  q2 n1  q2 n1  q2 n1  q2 n  q2 n1
 q2 n3  q2 n4  3q2 n2 mq n5
 0,
Ž n2 .for n 8 for n 8 use m n2	 q . For n 6 the claim can be
proved directly, using the first of the above estimates.
It remains to consider the three characters 
 , 
 2 , andŽn2, 2. Žn2, 1 .

 , the latter only for odd n 7. By our construction of projectiveŽn3, 3.
characters in Section 4, it follows that the projective cover of 
 is aŽn2, 2.
summand of a projective character Harish-Chandra induced from the Levi
Ž 2 .subgroup MGL q  T , where T is the maximally split torus of2
Ž . Ž .GU q . By Frobenius reciprocity for Harish-Chandra induction , then4
Harish-Chandra vertex of 
 is contained in M. Moreover, if M isŽn2, 2.
G Ž .the Harish-Chandra vertex of 
 , then  *R 
 is irre-Žn2, 2. M Žn2, 2.
ducible and equals the Harish-Chandra source of 
 , a fact which canŽn2, 2.
easily be checked by counting multiplicities. Since 
 is unipotent, TŽn2, 2.
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Ž Ž ..is in the kernel K of  . Also, T M	 SU q M since n 5. Hencen
Ž Ž .. Ž .K M	 SU q M, and so the restriction of  to M	 SU q isn n
irreducible. It follows from Corollary 3 that the restriction of 
 toŽn2, 2.
Ž .SU q is irreducible. On the other hand, if the Harish-Chandra vertex ofn

 is properly contained in M we are done by Proposition 4.Žn2, 2.
Now suppose that n is even and consider 
 2 . Here we find that itsŽn2, 1 .
Ž .Harish-Chandra vertex is contained in GU q  T , where T is the maxi-4
Ž 2 .mally split torus of GL q . Moreover, if the Harish-Chandra vertexŽn2q.
Ž .2of 
 is not equal to the maximally split torus of GU q , then itsŽn2, 1 . n
Harish-Chandra source is irreducible. As above one shows that the restric-
Ž .2tion of 
 to SU q is irreducible.Žn2, 1 . n
Finally, let n be odd. The Harish-Chandra vertex of 
 2 is con-Žn2, 1 .
Ž . Ž Ž .tained in M GU q  T and that of 
 in M  GU q 1 3 1 Žn3, 3. 2 3
Ž 2 .. Ž  4GL q  T , where T and T are appropriate tori and T  1 in2 2 1 2 2
.case n 7 . We may assume that the Harish-Chandra vertices are larger
Ž .than the maximally split torus of GU q . Thus M is the Harish-Chandran 1
vertex of 
 2 , and its Harish-Chandra source is the modular SteinbergŽn2, 1 .
Ž . G Ž .2character of GU q , inflated to M. Moreover, *R 
 is irre-3 M Žn2, 1 .1
Ž .ducible and restricts irreducibly to M 	 SU q . We are done in this case.1 n
Similarly we can prove the desired result if the Harish-Chandra vertex of
Ž .
 equals M with some extra care if n 7 . It remains to considerŽn3, 3. 2
the case where the Harish-Chandra vertex of 
 equals M . In thisŽn3, 3. 1
case its Harish-Chandra source equals 
 , which restricts irreducibly toŽ2, 1.
Ž .SU q 	M . Proposition 4 implies that 
 restricts irreducibly ton 1 Žn3, 3.
Ž .SU q .n
Step 3: Nonunipotent Constituents. If  is not unipotent, then we
Ž .have to study the decomposition matrix for E G, s with s as above. If
n 6 we may apply Lemma 14. It shows that if  is a constituent ofs, 
GŽ . Ž .Ind  , for  n 1 , then the first part of  is at least n 4, butP˜
Ž 3. Ž Ž 3.
 n 4, 1 except possibly for n 6, where  2, 1 may also
.occur .
ˆ ˆŽ .Let GGU q . We may and will identify G with its dual group, son
ˆthat we have sG. Every column in one of the tables of Propositions 6, 7,
and 8 which was obtained by Harish-Chandra induction also gives a
ˆŽ .column in an approximation to the decomposition matrix of E G, s . This
follows from the fact that s may be chosen to lie in a maximally split torus,
Ž .if n is odd, and in the Levi subgroup with simple component GU q , if n2
Ž . Ž .is even. Therefore, every Levi subgroup of C s is of the form M	 C s ,˜ ˜G G
ˆwhere M is a Levi subgroup of G containing s. Now apply the commuta-
Ž .tive diagram 3 to induce the projective characters of M contained in
ˆŽ .E M, s to G.
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Thus the first five columns of the matrix in Proposition 7 approximate
ˆŽ .the first five columns of the decomposition matrix for E G, s , for odd
n 2m 1 7. Similarly, the first five columns of the matrix in Proposi-
tion 8 approximate the first five columns of the decomposition matrix for
ˆŽ . Ž .E G, s , for even n 2 m 1  8.
Ž Ž 3..For the cases n 4, 5, and 6 the latter only for  2, 1 , we need
ˆŽ .approximations to the other decomposition numbers of E G, s as well.
We obtain these by computing the restrictions to the unipotent elements
ˆŽ . Ž .of the characters in E G, s for 4 n 6 and tensoring them with the
generalized GelfandGraev characters. Again this was done with the help
 of CHEVIE 14 , which contains tables of Green functions for the relevant
Žgroups. In all cases we obtain approximations as in Proposition 5 for
. Ž .n 4 and Proposition 6 for n 5 and 6 .
Similar but easier calculations and considerations as in the case of
unipotent characters now give the desired bounds on the degrees of the
characters.
Ž .Remark 17. 1 Under the restrictions on n and q made in the
Ž .theorem, the group SU q is the Schur covering group of the simple groupn
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .4U q , except when n, q  4, 3 , 6, 2 . Thus our result can also ben
Žviewed as a result on dimensions of projective representations in the
. Ž .sense of Schur of U q . The three smallest nontrivial degrees of abso-n
lutely irreducible projective representations in the exceptional cases may
   be found in the Modular Atlas 21 or in GAP 10 . We collect the result in
Table I.
Ž .2 The bounds given in the theorem are asymptotically correct. For
example, if n 5 and l 3, then 
 remains irreducible on restric-Žn2, 2.
Ž . Ž . 2 n4 Žtion to SU q , and 
 1 has the leading term q as polynomialn Žn2, 2.
.in q .
TABLE I
First Three Modular Degrees for Some Small Groups
G d d d char.1 2 3
Ž .U 2 4 5 6 l
 2, 34
4 5 10 l 3
Ž .U 3 6 15 20 l
 34
Ž .U 2 21 22 56 l
 2, 36
21 56 120 l 3
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For odd q and l 2 we give, without proof, the degree of 
 .Žn2, 2.
 4Write n 2m 1  with  0, 1 and m 2, and let  denote them
parity of m. Then
n n32 n n3q q  1 q  1Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .

 1 Ž .Žn2, 2. 2q  1 q 1Ž .Ž .
n1n1q q  1Ž .Ž .
   1  .Ž .mq 1
Ž .3 The bounds for n 4 are the best possible. For odd q and l
Ž . Ž there exist ordinary irreducible characters of degree d 4, q, l see 26,
.Table V , which are irreducible modulo l by Proposition 1. If q is odd
Ž 2 .Ž 2 .2and l 2, then 
 has degree q  1 q  q 1  2, and the re-Ž2 .
Ž .2striction of 
 to SU q splits into the sum of two irreducibles. Finally,Ž2 . 4
Ž 2 .Ž 22if q is even and l divides q 1, then 
 has degree q  1 q  qŽ2 .
.1  1. These statements can be derived from the decomposition matrices
 given in 27 .
Ž .4 The bound for n 3, l
 3, and 3 dividing q 1 is best
possible. The reason is the same as that for n 4 and q, l odd.
 Geck 11 has determined the decomposition numbers for odd primes l
Ž .of SU q up to one unknown parameter and conjectured that this param-3
eter should take the smallest possible value. An analogous conjecture can
be made for l 2. If these conjectures are true, then the smallest degree
Ž . Ž . 2of an irreducible representation of SU q with q 2 larger than q 3
Ž .Ž 2 . Ž .q 1 equals q 1 q  q 1 gcd 3, q 1 , exactly as in characteris-
tic 0. Okuyama and Waki have announced a proof of Geck’s conjecture.
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